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C‘hamberlin’s paper was highly sugges-

tive in demonstrating the potentialities

of experimental techniques in the study
of applied market theory.

Parts II and III of this paper are
devoted to a descriptive discussion of the

experiments and some of their detailed

results. Parts IV and V present an em-

pirical analysis of various equilibrating
hypotheses and a rationalization of the

hypothesis found to be most successful

in these experiments.

Part VI provides a brief summary

which the reader may wish to consult

before reading the main body of the paper.

II . EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experiments discussed in Parts

III and IV have followed the same gen-

eral design pattern. The group of subjects

is divided at random into two subgroups,

a group of buyers and a group of sellers.

Each buyer receives a card containing

a number, known only to that buyer,

which represents the maximum price he
is willing to pay for one unit of the

fictitious commodity. It is explained that

the buyers are not to buy a unit of the

commodity at a price exceeding that

appearing on their buyer’s card; they

would be quite happy to purchase a

unit at any price below this number-—the

lower the better; but, they would be

entirely willing to pay just this price
for the commodity rather than have their

wants go unsatisfied. It is further ex-

plained that each buyer should think

of himself as making a pure profit equal
to the difference between his actual con-

tract price and the maximum reserva-

tion price on his card. These reservation

prices generate a demand curve such

as D1) in the diagram on the left in

Chart 1. At each price the correspond-

ing quantity represents the maximum

amount that could be purchased at that

\.’l_-IRN(Jl\.‘ L. SMl‘l‘1l

price. Thus, in Chart 1, the highest price

buyer is Willing to pay as much as $3.25

for one unit. At a price above $3.25

the demand quantity is zero, and at
$3.25 it cannot exceed one unit. The

next highest price buyer is willing to

pay $3.00. Thus, at $3.00 the demand

quantity cannot exceed two units. The

phrase “cannot exceed” rather than “is”
will be seen to be of no small impor-

tance. How much is actually taken at

any price depends upon such important

things as how the market is organized,
and various mechanical and bargaining
considerations associated with the diet-

acceptance process. The demand curve,

therefore, defines the set (all points on

or to the left of DD) of possible demand

quantities at each, strictly hypothetical,

ruling price.
Each seller receives a card containing

a number, known only to that seller,

which represents the minimum price at
which he is willing to relinquish one unit

of the commodity. It is explained that

the sellers should be willing to sell at

their minimum supply price rather than

fail to make a sale, but they make a

pure profit determined by the excess

of their contract price over their mini-
mum reservation price. Under no con-

dition should they sell below this mini-

mum. These minimum seller prices gen-

erate a supply curve such as S5 in Chart
1. At each hypothetical price the cor-

responding quantity represents the maxi-
mum amount that could be sold at that

price. The supply curve, therefore, de-
fines the set of possible supply quantities

at each hypothetical ruling price.

In experiments 1-8 each buyer and
seller is allowed to make a contract for

the exchange of only a single unit of

the commodity during any one trading

or market period. This rule was for the

sake of simplicity and was relaxed in
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subsequent experiments.
Each experiment was conducted over

a sequence of trading periods five to

ten minutes long depending upon the

number of participants in the test group.
Since the experiments were conducted

Within a class period, the number of

trading periods was not uniform among

113

has been closed, and the buyer and seller

making the deal drop out of the market

in the sense of no longer being permitted

to make bids, ofiers, or contracts for the

remainder of that market period.“ As

soon as a bid or ofier is accepted, the

contract price is recorded together with

the minimum supply price of the seller
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the various experiments. In the typical

experiment, the market opens for trad-

ing period 1. This means that any buyer

(or seller) is free at any time to raise
his hand and make a verbal offer to

buy (or sell) at any price which does
not violate his maximum (or minimum)

reservation price. Thus, in Chart 1, the

buyer holding the $2 .50 card might raise

his hand and shout, “Buy at $1.00.”

The seller with the $1.50 card might

then shout, “Sell at $3.60.” Any seller

(or buyer) is free to accept a bid (or

offer), in which case a binding contract

‘J133-I51134$|23l51’23-I5o‘.'I23456
‘l9.aNSA(_f|o.-.1NUMIERIMPERIODJ

and the maximum demand price of the
buyer involved in the transaction. These

observations represent the recorded data
of the experiment.‘ Within the time limit

‘ All purchases are for final consumption. There
are no speculative purchases for resale in the same
or later periods. There is nothing, however, to pre-
vent one from designing an experiment in which
purchases for resale are permitted if the objective
is to study the role of speculation in the equilibrating
process. One could, for example, permit the carry-
over of stocks from one period to the next.

‘ Owing to limitations of manpower and equip-
ment in experiments 1-8, bids and ofiers which
did not lead to transactions could not be recorded.

In subsequent experiments a tape recorder was used
for this purpose.
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of a trading period, this procedure is
continued until bids and offers are no

longer leading to contracts. One or two
calls are made for final bids or offers

and the market is officially closed. This

ends period 1. The market is then im-
mediately reopened for the second “day”

of trading. All buyers, including those
who did and those who did not make

contracts in the preceding trading period,

now (as explained previously to the sub-

jects) have a renewed urge to buy one
unit of the commodity. For each buyer,

the same maximum buying price holds

in the second period as prevailed in the

first period. In this way the experimental

demand curve represents a demand per

unit time or per trading period. Similarly,

each seller, we may imagine, has “over-

night” acquired a fresh unit of the com-

modity which he desires to sell in period
2 under the same minimum price con-

ditions as prevailed in period 1. The

experimental supply curve thereby repre-
sents a willingness to supply per unit

time. Trading period 2 is allowed to run

its course, and then period 3, and so on.

By this means we construct a prototype
market in which there is a flow of a

commodity onto and off the market.

The stage is thereby set to study price

behavior under given conditions of nor-

mal supply and demand?’ Some buyers
and sellers, it should be noted, may be

unable to make contracts in any trading

period, or perhaps only in certain peri-
ods. Insofar as these traders are sub-

marginal buyers or sellers, this is to be

expected. Indeed, the ability of these
experimental markets to ration out sub-
marginal buyers and sellers will be one
measure of the effectiveness or competi-

tive performance of the market.
The above design considerations define

a rejection set of offers (and bids) for
each buyer (and seller), which in turn

l."l'*lR1'\-‘UN L. SMITH

defines a demand and a supply schedule

for the market in question. These sched-

ules do nothing beyond setting extreme

limits to the observable price-quantity

behavior in that market. All we can say

is that the area above the supply curve

is a region in which sales are feasible,
while the area below the demand curve

is a region in which purchases are feasi-

ble. Competitive price theory asserts that

there will be a tendency for price-quan-

tity equilibrium to occur at the extreme

quantity point of the intersection of these
two areas. For example, in Chart 1 the

shaded triangular area APB represents
the intersection of these feasible sales

and purchase sets, with P the extreme

point of this set. We have no guarantee

that the equilibrium defined by the inter-
section of these sets will prevail, even

approximately, in the experimental mar-
ket (or any real counterpart of it). The

mere fact that, by any definition, supply
and demand schedules exist in the back-

ground of a market does not guarantee

that any meaningful relationship exists

5 The design of my experiments diflcrs from that
of Chamberlin (op. £371.) in several ways. In Chamber-
lin’s experiment the buyers and sellers simply cir-
culate and engage in bilateral higgling and lnargaining
until they make a contract or the trading period
ends. As contracts are made the transaction price
is recorded on the blackboard. Consequently, there
is very little, if any, multilateral bidding. Each
trader’s attention is directed to the one person with
whom he is bargaining, whereas in my experiments
each trader’s quotation is addressed to the entire
trading group one quotation at a time. Also Cham-
berlin’s experiment constitutes a pure exchange mar-
ket operated for a single trading period. There
is, therefore, less opportunity for traders to gain
experience and to modify their subsequent behavior
in the light of such experience. It is only through
some learning mechanism of this kind that I can
imagine the possibility of equilibrium being ap-
proached in any real market. Finally, in the present
experiments I have varied the design from one
experiment to another in a conscious attempt to
study the effect of ditiercnt conditions of supply
and demand, changes in supply or demand, and
changes in the rules of market organization on
market-price behavior.
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between those schedules and what is ob-

served in the market they are presumed

to represent. All the supply and demand
schedules can do is set broad limits on

the behavior of the market.“ Thus, in

the symmetrical supply and demand dia-
gram of Chart 1, it is conceivable that

every buyer and seller could make a

contract. The $53.25 buyer could buy

lrom the $3.25 seller, the $3.00 buyer

could buy from the $3.00 seller, and so

forth, without violating any restrictions

on the behavior of buyers and sellers.

Indeed, if we separately paired buyers

and sellers in this special way, each pair

could be expected to make a bilateral

contract at the seller’s minimum price

which would be equal to the buyer’s
maximum price.

It should be noted that these experi-
ments conform in several important ways

to what we know must be true of many

kinds of real markets. In a real competi-

tive market such as a commodity or

stock exchange, each marketer is likely
to be ignorant of the reservation prices

at which other buyers and sellers are

willing to trade. Furthermore, the only

way that a real marketer can obtain

knowledge of market conditions is to

“ In fact, these schedules are modified as trading
takes place. Whenever at buyer and a seller make
:1 contract and “drop out” of the market, the demand
and supply schedules are shifted to the left in a
manner tlE[)t.‘Iltlll']g upon the bu_ver’s and seller’s
position on the schedules. Hence, the supply and
demand iulictiolis continually alter as the trading
process occurs. It isdidicult to imagine a real market
process which does not exhibit this characteristic.
This means that the inlra—trading—period schedules
are not independent of the transactions taking place.
However, the iriitial schedules prevailing at the
opening of each trading period are independent
of the transactions, and it is these schedules that
I identify with the “theoretical conditions of supply
and demand,” which the theorist detines independ-
ently of actual market prices and quantities. One
of the important obj:-.ctives in these experiments
is to determine whether or not these initial schedules

have any power to predict the observed behavior
of the market.
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observe the offers and bids that are ten-

dered, and whether or not they are ac-

cepted. These are the public data of the

market. A marketer can only know his

own attitude, and, from observation,

learn something about the objective be-

havior of others. This is a major feature

of these experimental markets. We de-

liberately avoid placing at the disposal

of our subjects any information which

would not be practically attainable in

a real market. Each experimental market

is forced to provide all of its own “his-

tory.” These markets are also a replica

of real markets in that they are com-

posed of a practical number of market-
ers, say twenty, thirty, or forty. We do

not require an indefinitely large number

of marketers, which is usually supposed

necessary for the existence of “pure”

competition.

One important condition operating in

our experimental markets is not likely

to prevail in real markets. The experi-

mental conditions of supply and demand
are held constant over several successive

trading periods in order to give any

equilibrating mechanisms an opportuni-
ty to establish an equilibrium over time.

Real markets are likely to be continu-

ally subjected to changing conditions of

supply and demand. Marshall was well

aware of such problems and defined equi-
librium as a condition toward which the

market would move if the forces of sup-

ply and demand were to remain station-

ary for a sufliciently long time. It is

this concept of equilibrium that this par-

ticular series of experiments is designed,

in part, to test. There is nothing to

prevent one from passing out new buyer

and/or seller cards, representing changed

demand and/or supply conditions, at the
end of each trading period if the objective

is to study the effect of such constantly

changing conditions on market behavior.
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